
IT'S SIMPLE. IT WORKS. IT�  WORK FOR YOU!�

Should you require any further information regarding the PAS home-business program after reading�
this special Brochure, please be sure to visit my website and submit a�Callback Request.�I would�

also strongly recommend you to do this, simply because it will enable you to test-drive the�
ultra-powerful PAS follow-up system for yourself, without�any� obligation whatsoever.�

My website address is:�

Discover the�ONLY� Marketing System on The Internet�
that Automatically Sells Itself�and� up to�SIX� Additional�

Products or Opportunities of Your Choice ...�
while it Pays YOU up to�$3,000�(£1,725 - €2,560)�

for�Every� Sale it Makes for You!�
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Are you ...�

Tired of losing money & being ripped off?�
Tired of all the BS�"biz-opps"� out there?�

Tired of working yourself into the ground for loose change?�
Tired of selling pills & potions to family & friends? ...�

Are you�READY� to put your previous experiences�
behind you and start making�REAL� money instead?�

Welcome to the Prosperity Automated System (PAS)�

Our revolutionary proven system�can� bring you�
$3,000 to $15,000 (or more) in your first 30 days.�

This is�not� hype - because PAS is�doing� that�
for many ordinary people already,�

and it�can� definitely do the same�for you�.�

So... the�big� question is:�

Are�You� Ready to discover the secret to thrilling�
financial independence?�Make your choice:�

YES!� I'm ready!� or� YES!� I'm ready!�

(hint: you've already come this far, so "no"�isn't� an option)�

Here at PAS:�

• WE take�all� the calls,�

• WE follow-up on�all� your prospects,�

• WE close�all� your sales,�

    ... while you sit back,�relax�, and�
    bank your checks!�
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Dear Wealth Seeker,�

Thank you for visiting our main PAS Introductory website today and downloading your PAS�
brochure. This brochure contains the entire content of the main website, together with links back to the�
relevant sections of my website.�

The whole evaluation process will take no more than 10-15 minutes, but believe me, the time you�
spend evaluating the business will be very well worth it - compared to the endless hours you could�
spend�(or have already spent)� scouring the Internet for a viable home-based business program.�

Remember, once you become a PAS business owner, all you�ever� need do is invite people to your�
PAS website.�That’s it!� PAS will do literally�everything else� from there, including the personal tele-�
phone follow-up and the closure of all your sales for you - and a whole lot more. No other home-busi-�
ness even comes close.�

Even if you’re a complete novice, and you have no business, internet or marketing experience, that’s�
not a problem, as we’ll show you the simple steps to follow in order to generate yourself an absolute�
fortune. We're talking fully automated, hands free, unlimited income here.�Making money from home�
just�doesn't� get any easier than this.�

Better still, your PAS system can also help you make�additional�income� by generating enquiries and�
sales relative to�any other� home-business opportunities or affiliate programs you are currently�
involved with. Whichever way you look at it, and with all the�multiple income streams� working within�
your PAS business,�you simply cannot fail�.�

So if you're ready to take the next step, and you're ready to start generating yourself a substantial�
automated income from the comfort of your own home, without�any� selling, prospecting, answering�
questions or speaking to prospects ... be sure to study this brochure, then revisit our website and�
submit a�Quick Callback�request - and a friendly PAS representative will be happy to call you to chat�
further and answer any questions you may have. You're never under�any� obligation at any time.�

Here's the bottom line:�PAS works�. It works for everyone, and it�will� work for you too.�

We look forward to welcoming you into the Mega Wealth PAS family�very soon� ...�
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Prosperous regards,�

$imon Johan$$on� Harmony Thie$$en�
The Mega Wealth PAS Group          The Mega Wealth PAS Group�
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Harmony�

Gail Rahill: Over�$200,000� in 4 months ….. Simon Johansson:�$140,000� in first 5 weeks …�
Charlie Golick:�$250,000� in 7 months ... Tod Bell:�$130,000� in 4 months ...  Alex Zangari:�$10,000+� in 1 day …�

Michelle Ashley:�$21,000� in 3 weeks … Dustin Callahan:�$40,000+� to date ...  Julie Wilson:�$100,000+� to date ...�
James and Kimberly:�$2,500� daily … Deb & Tony:�$128,000� in 5 weeks ... Michael Brooke:�$60,000� in 8 months ...�
Frederick Mann:�$16,100� first month … Ed Chisari:�$1,200� monthly …Michael Van Leeuwen:�$56,000� first month ...�

ALL achieved without ANY selling, speaking to prospects or answering questions.�
Check pages 4 to 11 of this brochure for�more� PAS business owner success stories!�



What is the Prosperity Automated System?�

Following many years of development, and with an investment in�
excess of $3m, The Prosperity Automated System (PAS) is quite�
simply�the� most advanced online business & prospecting system of�
it's kind in the world today.�

It is a very powerful prospecting and sorting system which attaches�
itself to the search engines, and attracts people who are serious�
about building an online income. It then electronically sorts through�
all these prospects to weed out the tire kickers, so you don’t have to�
 - by talking with each prospect personally. This saves hours upon�
hours of phoning strangers and cold calling .. .something that is for�
most a major cause of failure.�

   The result is that only�serious buyers� remain in your system. If they purchase a�
   system from you, that's great! If not, they can still generate revenue for you via�
   purchasing one of your additional products or opportunities. This is achieved�
   via our�Megawealth-Adwords�™ module and the strategic placement of up to�
   6 high-visibility product ads, featured within your main website So, if you�
   already have a product range to market, or you are currently involved in any�
   other home-business opportunities or affiliate programs, your PAS system can�
   help you make�additional� income generating product sales too.�

Note:� If you don't already have a high profit generating additional product, we'll be happy to suggest�
a variety of  possible businesses or affiliations that create additional revenue streams for you.�
Whichever way you look at it, and with all the multiple income streams working within your PAS�
business, you simply�cannot� fail.�

The PAS system, hosted on the Prosperity Network servers, is sold on the basis of a license�
agreement, as is virtually all software. You purchase the rights to use this automated system for�
either 12 or 36 months, depending upon your level of purchase.�

So simply look at PAS as very similar to paying for a service, just as you would do a telephone�
company or Internet service provider - i.e. you are paying to access and use their service, you are not�
buying or paying for a physical product.�

You are also (of course) indirectly paying for the PAS system to generate prime quality leads�
(prospects) and for the PAS sales team to follow up on all your leads (prospects) for you. Ultimately,�
you either "use" the PAS system to help you market any other home business you are currently�
involved with - or you use the PAS system and allow it to market itself. The choice is yours ...�

   To view�my� Main Product Center, visit the following link:�
�

   To watch the 6-minute PAS Movie, visit the following link:�
�

Automatically�
Market�ANY�
Website, Product�
or Opportunity�
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Check out the Major Key Benefits of PAS ...�

 u�No� Selling or Prospecting involved,�
 u�No� Answering Questions or Speaking to Prospects,�
 u� Totally�Passive� Income,�
 u� Receive�Instant $3,000 Payments� in your chosen format,�
 u� Earn�THOUSANDS� of $$$'s/£££'s Daily & Weekly,�
 u�No� website design, setup or technical knowledge needed,�
 u� Previous experience or knowledge�not� required,�
 u� Expert�back-up & support� available, ...�

 Plus...�

   u� Benefit from multiple income streams!�
             Use your PAS system to generate sales for up to�six� of your additional opportunities or�
             products ...�and� benefit from PAS system sales also. That's a minimum of�SEVEN� amazing�

ultra-powerful� income streams working for you automatically, around the clock ...�

Here at PAS, we do literally�all� the "hard work" for you, whilst you sit back, relax, and let your PAS�
system totally transform your lifestyle (and your income) to a level you've only previously dreamed of.�

Author Endorsement:�

“...The more I speak in front of thousands of people through out the�
   world, the more I have come to realize the daunting challenges facing�
   most people.  First, many have large dreams but lack the proper vehicle�
   to help them achieve their goals. Second, those who have already�
   established a business usually lack the time to adequately market their�
   business ...�

If either applies to you, I recommend that you evaluate the Prosperity�
Network as the potential vehicle to help you achieve your dreams.�
If you already have a successful business,�I encourage you to look�
into the Prosperity Automated System to help you better market�
your products and services globally.�

Either way, I fully endorse the Prosperity Network as a resource to�
further help you create your own destiny on your journey to success!�
Bill Osterhout’s Prosperity Automated System can help virtually any�
business better market its products and services by leveraging the�
Internet’s search-engine technology...”�

- Patrick Snow, Author of Creating Your Own Destiny�
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PAS Business Owner Written Testimonies ...�

Check out the following written testimonies, received from delighted PAS Business Owners around�
the world. Again, these are all�REAL� people making�REAL� money and attaining�REAL PASSIVE�
WEALTH� from their respective PAS businesses ...�

  “Hi, I am Tod Bell. I am a full time business man, a husband of one wife for 21 years and�
  father of six children. I joined PAS in Mid-March, 2006. I am not a marketing guru by any�
  means. In fact, I call myself the INTERNET IDIOT. But, since March to this date (July 29)�

I have made over $130,000 with PAS.� I have not done it by knowing the slick marketing�
  tools of the masters of the internet because I truly do not know them or have time to learn.�
  It has been two things: the excellence of the PAS business model and simple email�
  marketing. That's it! This has been a life-changing four months and I look forward to�
  generating half a million dollars a year with PAS!” –�Tod Bell, USA�

"I’ve operated my own direct-response and publishing business for the past 12 years�
now, and I have never before seen a business with such explosive income potential.�
PAS closed over $140,000 (£80,000) worth of business for me in my first 5 weeks�
- and I now confidently expect to generate an income in excess of $3m from my PAS�
business over the next 12 months. What's the secret? There is no secret. You just�
spread the word of PAS far and wide ... invite prospects to your website ... and let�
PAS close the leads. Carry on doing that, and you will generate yourself an absolute�
fortune. Make no mistake. PAS really is the #1 Home-Based Business in the World today�
... and I'm really proud to be part of it." -�Simon Johansson, UK�

  "I have never seen a business as powerful as PAS.  My business partner, Sally Darling, and�
  I have made over�$200,000� and feel absolutely blessed. And that $200,000 does not include�
  the money we've made marketing our other business opportunities with PAS. So when you�
  combine a powerfully lucrative PAS compensation plan with a truly strong product, you've�
  just hit the ball clear out of the park. If you're serious about making money.....you had better�
  consider PAS.  It has completely changed our lives, and has given us both financial and time�
  freedom." -�Gail Rahill�

“I started my PAS Enterprise back in December, 2005. A month later, I was�
able to retire from my full-time job thanks to the income I had created with�
this. Later in May, my wife and I were able to purchase our first home...�
a 4-bedroom, almost brand-new house that otherwise we would've never�
been able to afford. This business has allowed us to buy our lives back.�
We're now living out our dreams and raising our 1-year-old daughter.�
We enjoy a 5-figure monthly income and we're only 24 and 25 years old.”�
-�Leo de Leon, USA�

“PAS is the greatest business I have ever been a part of. The system is so well organized. I had a baby in�
January and did not think I had the time to do it. I finally joined in late March, and simply by following a�
simple system, we have earned over $128,000 in just 5 weeks! It blows my mind that it works so easily and�
effortlessly! I finally have a program that I know EVERYONE can do! Thank you so much for changing my�
life.”�- Deb and Tony�
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More PAS Business Owner Written Testimonies (continued) ...�

   "We have promoted online now for several years, but have never earned what�
   we have with PAS in such a short time. We are literally earning yearly salaries�
   monthly and  couldn't stop  the momentum if we wanted to!  We are�averaging�
   $2500 a day, without speaking to anyone...  What a business!”�
   -�James and Kimberly, Las Vegas, NV�

Approximately twenty months ago I became aware of PAS and saw it as a potential means to vacate�
Corporate America and maintain a serious cash-flow. With the success I have already realized and the�
impressive technology enhancements, which have recently been incorporated into the program, my goal is�
coming closer and closer to fruition! Thank you, PAS!" -�Bill Tatum�

"I want to thank you for this awesome opportunity. This is the first Internet business that I have made money�
with and I have tried a lot of them. The reason everyone can succeed here is that it is totally automated.�
I have made $12,000 in the past few months� and the hardest work I had to do was be patient. It will�
happen for everyone here. With this opportunity I will be able to get out of debt by the end of this year and�
start living debt free. Start enjoying life !!!!" -�Bill Rislov, USA�

"Just a note to say thanks for all your efforts and integrity. You have delivered everything that you promised�
and from what I have seen on the Internet, that is unheard of in this business. If you remember, I was very�
skeptical because unlike many, I had never been in an Internet business. In fact, I researched for one and�
half years and had a good feeling about you and your company. Let me say, thank God I did it. I started at�
the end of February and to date I have made $6,000. That's about $1,200 per month, which I consider great�
extra funds. In fact, with the new changes to the website, I believe the best is yet to come. Thanks for all your�
help." -�Ed Chisari�

"I was blown away when I got introduced to this system. It's like becoming the CEO of your own global com-�
pany with a professional sales & marketing team instantly working for you 24/7. I wish I learned about this�
earlier!" -�Tim Salomaki, USA�

"Wow! I can’t believe it! Team Leader’s, thank you for following up on these people! I have tried many�
systems but have not been nearly as successful as this one! Very exciting! This sure beats trying to sell Life�
Insurance and being rejected from leads that I have had to purchase and are not interested or end up falling�
out for health reasons!" -�Arthur�

"PAS/MWG is by far the best money-making program I've come across during the past 13 years I've been�
involved with such programs. So I'm very glad you've created this phenomenal business and I'm very glad to�
be part of it. During my first full month I've earned $16,100." -�Frederick Mann, South Africa�

I joined PAS on the 21st Dec. 2005, got my PAS traditional website on the 22nd, got my megawealth website�
on the 23rd Dec. ... AND KNOW WHAT? Before I could even finish reading all that was written at the Admin�
Page, I got qualified (MY 1st SALE!) on the 28 December 2005. It's the Best Christmas & New Year Present�
I had. PAS worked and sold by itself. I did nothing. See how powerful this system is?" -�Rose Wang, Japan�

"On Sunday I mailed out just 100 of your 2 page letter and by Tuesday I had several Opt ins and 1 very keen�
call back request. Today I have the magical SALE!!!! What a massive return 100 letters = $3,000 profit.�
Thanks again guys, you are brilliant! -�Helen Hutchinson, UK�
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More PAS Business Owner Written Testimonies (continued) ...�

  “PAS is the perfect business for anybody, as it only requires a few minutes a week, and that�
  is to tell PAS where you want your checks sent! I travel a lot, and I like the flexibility that�
  allows me to work this business no matter where I am in the world. I also love the idea that�

I can actively promote this with additional advertising on my own, and PAS calls and�
  closes the sales for me!”� -�Dr. Jeffrey W. Barr, Kennebunkport, Maine�

“I am so excited to have found PAS!   After having been in other marketing ventures,�
and making endless phone calls-----�I was blown away that the PAS System does�
absolutely everything for me�.   I am thrilled about the potential of earning a�6 figure�
income this year�, yet having the�time to spend with my family�. PAS has changed my�
Life. It's a Win Win situation for Everyone.” -�Kathleen Rubin, Cherry Hills Village, CO�

  “I would never have believed it if it hadn't happened to me.  With this multi income system,�I�
  was able to eliminate all debt, except my mortgage in under four weeks and still have�
  $10,000 in the bank.�  What other opportunity offers you the ability to �profit $30,000� your�
  first month?  Mortgage....I'm taking you down next!  Thanks PAS.” �

- Damon Liebscher, Eagle River, WI�

“I have been with PAS since October 2005 and I actually came in at the associate level.�
I knew it was a longer ride but I was determined to get qualified and I did it in two months.� �
I have two small children and I did not have much time�to do any other businesses�
but when I saw Prosperity Automated System Business I knew that I found  a real gold.�
PAS has been a blessing for me and my family.�In February I had 6 sales at the�
Premier Level.� Just do the math! PAS is awesome!” -�Tatyana Gann, Nashville, TN�

   “I own a bakery and really did not have enough time to promote another�
   business.�P.A.S. does all the phone work for me!�  It just doesn't get any better�
   than this!  P.A.S. can do ALL the advertising for me or I can have them do some�
   AND do extra myself BUT�I NEVER have to talk to a prospects and try to�
   convince them�to purchase my product or the P.A.S. system.  I know from past�
   experience that TALKING to prospects is the MOST time-consuming part of building�
   a home-based business and I am GREATLY relieved that this is all done for me.�
   THANK YOU, PAS!” -�Timothy Savage, Perkinsville, VT�

"Hey, this is Joey K. from NY! I would like to thank all our Team Leaders for all of their hard work. PAS just�
keeps improving and staying ahead of the curve. My system is bringing in more sales now than ever before. I�
am really excited for what the future has in store for all of us! I always feel like I should have something to do,�
but the fact of the matter is, you don't. You just wait for that phone call that a new member is coming aboard�
and a check is on the way! This is truly, full automation! Good Luck to fast success and prosperity for all!�
Thanks again!” -�Joey Kraker, NY�
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More PAS Business Owner Written Testimonies (continued) ...�

"It's incredible what is happening here! Just this week, I have had two new signups (at $3,895) and another�
who should be in by early next week; another $3,895. Where else could I do nothing and get this kind of�
money? I am thrilled!" -�Warren L. Smith, NY�

”I have never been involved with a company that�really and truly cared about the people who were a part�
of their team.� So very happy I joined up with PAS and wish I would have come across you much sooner. I�
am not kidding when I say, Thank you from the bottom of my heart. Be well!” -�Michael�

“Where else could I build�TWO�powerful income streams� while spending just minutes... and I do mean�
minutes, a week� on promotion?  PAS markets my primary product for me and also sells the marketing�
system for me as well!  I am in heaven!” -�Jennifer and Jim Biscardi�,�Katy, Texas�

   “PAS has an extraordinary way of making money for you while you do very little ...except�
  enjoy life.�I have been a member for 8 months and have made about $60,000 without�
  really trying.� Imagine what it would be if I made an effort...probably double. What attracted�
  me to PAS in the first place was its integrity. The Management is really honest and does its�
  utmost to ensure you get your monies worth. I am retired from a life-time of working for�
  others. do I love this? You bet!” -�Michael Brooke, BC, Canada�

"I've never earned so much, so quickly and so effortlessly.�My product is marketed for me and so is�
the system! � After people go through the system and speak to a Team Leader they pretty much close�
themselves. I've�earned $21,000 in 3 weeks� and more people are purchasing daily.”�
-�Michelle Ashley, Greenacres, FL�

“I purchased my system on the 15th and I qualified on the 21st. WOW!   This means FREEDOM!!  Only 6�
days to qualify!  The next sale is mine. Thank you for sharing this great business that you have invented Bill. �
Prosperous, excited regards.” -�Luc Tailleur, Kapuskasing, Ontario�

“I have been using the Prosperity Automated System to find new business builders for my primary business.�
All I can say is the system is working very well for me�. I have doubled amount the new builders coming�
into my business since joining PAS.�This system is a great way to reach out and find business builders for�
your primary business and generate cash flow at the same time.” -�Cindy McAsey�

"I've been earning a full-time income from home for the last couple years.  Now after just a few weeks, very�
minimal effort and a little patience,�I'm earning more from my PAS business than I have ever earned in�
the past without making ANY phone calls!�  I used to spend hours every day on the phone. Thank you�
PAS!!"�-�Derek Hart, Portland, OR�

"I've�never been more impressed� with a company as I am with The Prosperity Network.  Your commitment�
to the PAS owners has been�second to none�!  No other company or product out there that I know of can�
even touch PAS.  I've received over�$10,000 worth of sales in just 1 week�.  Thank you so much Bill and all�
the Team Leaders for your commitment and efforts.  PAS rocks!" -�J.D. Heiney�,�Pensacola, FL�
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More PAS Business Owner Written Testimonies (continued) ...�
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  “WOW!! This system is the most awesome thing that I have ever done or seen. Until I found�
  PAS I never really made any money online and now I enjoy the large commissions for shar�
  ing such a wonderful business plan. I can see all my dreams coming true right here right�
  now.” -�Anthony Bowen, IL, USA�

"I was so frustrated after just trying to do the right thing all the time and having a lot of doors slam shut. I�
have done well in several avenues but my wife and I had just�had enough of working so hard and making�
less and less.� In January '06 I started a venture on the internet and lost $12000, I didn't get one single�
result. It was the end, running out of money and�seriously thinking about starting to sell things to make�
ends meet.�

“Then in early Feb '06 an angel named James, emailed me an ad and it seemed so good I couldn't let it go.�
After setting up some ads and letting them unfold�I had a $10,100 day on March 10th�and yesterday my�
wife scheduled a month vacation in Florida and we didn't sell the restaurant yet. Last night a serious buyer�
for the restaurant approached us and we can't wait to meet with him. This thing is just beginning and with the�
exposure we are getting in the next month it is something that�I am struggling with to find words to�
express this windfall� to you. Yearly income in a month.�Finally something that worked for us and to�
think a few weeks ago things looked so bleak.� Don't make the mistake of saying "another one of those�
things"! This works and it is real for everyone. Do your self a favor and check it out all the way, for you!”�
-�Alex Zangari, New Cumberland, PA�

“This is Careece Chichester here, I'm 26 years old and I'm self-employed Thanks to PAS. I started with�
Prosperity Automated System February of 2006 at the $3,895 level. Since then, I'm have been making�
thousands dollars every month all PROFIT! One of my best weeks is when I made $12,000 (4 premier sale)�
It only took me one week to pass my one-up to my sponsor Cari Schauer in Canada. After that I had my own�
table then started making thousands of dollars immediately "hands free income". Anyone, anywhere in the�
world can do this. I recommend PAS to anyone who wants to live the good life.”�
-�Careece Chichester, USA�

“I joined PAS 5 months ago and have been shocked how much money I have made. I was always brought�
up you have to work hard and smart. When I was receiving $3000 checks after a long day of work I was in�
amazement. I started out passive and then got very pro=active getting to know people and my PAS business�
skyrocketed. I love the idea that everyday I have a fishing pole in the water and I may catch a fish. Some�
days I don’t, but others I do. But i catch at least a couple of premium sales a month. When I get more time�
and work the business I get double or triple that. I look at PAS as an insurance policy for a lot of us who work�
full time and want to make are money work for us. Figure spending $3,895 for your membership and a�
couple of thousand over the year in advertising. If you put that $6,000 in the bank even if you can find 10% a�
year return you have $6,600 at the end of the year. With Pas if you make a premium sale every couple of�
months your return on investment will be 10 or twenty times your bank interest. Through Pas I have made�
great new friends and given them a vehicle that could change their financial life. I feel great about that.”�
-�Michael Mcgranahan, CA, USA�

                                   see next page for more testimonies�
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More PAS Business Owner Written Testimonies (continued) ...�
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  “Since February 2006 PAS has been one of the biggest blessings in my life.�A year ago I�
  would had never guessed I would be making $9,000-$12,000 a month (over $40,000 to�
  date) as a full-time graduate student.� The team leaders are truly amazing and are bringing�
  in more sales for me now than ever. If I do ever speak to anyone it's only if they ask to speak�
  to me. What a great feeling to never have to cold call. Now I only speak to warm, friendly�
  and highly qualified prospects. I feel tremendously fortunate to have found such a dream�
  business that will allow me the time and freedom to do what I really want in life...which is�
  NOT working a 9 to 5 J.O.B. (Just Over Broke).” -�Dustin Callahan, OH, USA�

“I had been looking for a part-time opportunity and came across PAS early this�
 year (2006). Having a full time occupation already, I needed something that�
would just take up a few hours a weeks maximum but would hopefully bring me�
a decent income as well. I haven't been disappointed!�After just a few months�
I have already made a 6 figure income� and because the PAS system and�
the PAS 'Tour-Guides' do the work for us, I NEVER have to do any selling or�
make any phone calls...it's all done for us. In my opinion, this is as near a�
perfect business as you will ever get!”�
–�Julie Wilson, United Kingdom�

  “I use to belong to another business opportunity. I'd attend all the conference calls, buy�
  leads, sit down for hours at a time and call people. I never sponsored a single person! After�
  6 months I had to take a close look at it and say this was not what I had expected, and it�
  wasn't fun anymore!  All I really wanted was to have to have an online business that can be�
  run from home, or anywhere in the world. Fortunately I came across one that met my criteria�
  - and that is the Prosperity Automated System (PAS). The system has worked for me. l had�
  a new distributor sign up on Friday 21st July, 2006. They found my web site on the internet,�
  then contacted me, so proof that the automated system works! In my very short time in the�
  business (11 days advertising on the web) I am now qualified at the premier level.”�
  -�Andy Peckett, CA, USA�

“I was a single mom with four kids and $40,000 in debt from other "opportunities". I needed to find a business�
that could catapult my meager earnings and eliminate my debt load. When I found PAS, I just KNEW that�
this was THE ONE!! A short six months later,�I've made twice what my regular yearly wage is and I'm�
completely out of debt and well into the black!!!� THANK YOU PAS!”�
-�Tammy Visscher, BC, Canada�

“This business has been a god send for us. I qualified the first week and have been in profit since the second�
month. With all the options of advertising my other programs on PAS page it helped promoting them as well.�
Thanks Bill and everyone for the opportunity to be involved in this business.”�
-�Jim Lehenbauer, FL, USA�

                                   see next page for more testimonies�
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More PAS Business Owner Written Testimonies (continued) ...�

TV�
As Seen on�

Notes:�

  “I joined "PAS" in March 2006 - 20 weeks ago - in the hope it would give me some extra�
  monthly income ---�WOW --- WAS I WRONG!!!!� It has exceeded all my wildest expectations�
  as I have now�"Sacked My Boss"� and am working from home full time. PAS is backed by�
  people with Integrity which is extremely comforting to me, so if you are looking to earn some�
  extra monthly income or wanting to find the�Perfect Home Based Business Opportunity�
  look no further ---�JOIN THE "PROSPERITY AUTOMATED SYSTEM" --- YOU WON'T BE�
  DISAPPOINTED� --- By the way -- My partner Jenny has now joined as a member of PAS in�
  her own right ----We couldn't be happier.”�-�Bill and Jenny, Australia�

“Wow! I never would have believed your system was such a money maker. I�
actually purchased my PAS site because I wanted to do some return business�
with one of my good customers. I got into PAS, and put a link on one of my sites�
that gets a lot of traffic, and started getting notices of visitors filling out the form,�
and then notices of call back requests, and then the money started coming�
in!�

To date I've had over $30,000.00 in checks sent to my house, or money�
wired into my account from my PAS business.� I do a lot of business on the�
internet, and now tell all my internet friends how wonderful PAS is as an�
advertising medium for my businesses and how wonderful PAS is as a huge�
money maker! It's safe to say that I believe PAS to be one of the finest and most�
profitable businesses on the internet today. Thank you PAS!”�
-�Paul Darby, President of Unimax Services Corporation, USA�

  “I'm a professional marketer who has worked full time online for the past 6 years. I have�
  never been involved with a business that is so simple, yet has made me so much money in�
  such a short time. After 2 months of diligently working my PAS business, I am now averag�
  ing about 1 sale every day. That's $3,000 a day! This is extraordinary income for any person,�
  but even more incredible for me since I was only trying to supplement my husband's retire�
  ment pension. Thanks to PAS, we can now Really Enjoy our retirement!”�-�Carol, IN�

“I feel really lucky and blessed to have come across an opportunity such as this with�
people behind it who say what they mean and mean what they say. I haven't qualified�
yet but I know with all of the improvements made with the ad-spaces, new pas sites,�
dedicated team leaders, and people behind it all like you it will only be a matter of time.�
I can't even find the words to express my gratitude but I will say this I finally found what�
I was looking for in PAS. I also really believe that this is going to work and that's a�
good feeling.”�-�Krishana�
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More PAS Business Owner Written Testimonies (continued) ...�

TV�
As Seen on�

Notes:�

   “Hi, my name is Charlie. When I first heard of PAS, it was from a spam email that I�
   ignored. Every time I received it, I opened it up and read it, but it seemed too good�
   to be true. I finally opened up one email and I saw one of my good friends had�
   success with three $3,000 commissions totaling $9,000 in two weeks! I asked my�
   friend if I could talk to the CEO, BillOsterhout and my friend three-wayed me into a�
   conversation with Bill.�

We had a great conversation and I found out that Bill had been doing my favorite compensation retail busi-�
ness model for 13 years. I also found out that Bill had a big caring heart and wanted to create a business�
where the ordinary person can absolutely win with - and that was all I needed to hear.�I started my PAS�
business in early October 2005 and as of today 7 months later; I have earned over a quarter million�
dollars in net PAS commissions.� In fact, I earned enough automated PAS commissions in my first 4 weeks�
to make a big hefty down payment on a 3 bedroom, 3 bath, 1600 sq. ft. up-scale Condo and I had enough�
cash left over to do a $45,000 upgrade and buy all new furniture. I went on vacation for two weeks in South�
Africa, completely paid for by PAS, and while I was on Vacation my PAS business paid me 12k! I now live�
my whole life as if I am on an endless vacation! All I have to do is extra advertising, the PAS sorting and�
sifting and the wonderful PAS Team Leaders do all of the rest!”�
- Charlie, San Antonio, TX�

“I knew I could do well with a system that does most of the work for you, but I must�
admit, I was completely surprised when I made over $20,000 my first week without�
spending a penny on promotions.�I just kept sending people to my website and�
didn't answer any questions and made over $56,000 my first month.� Within my�
first two months of doing very little and answering no questions and making no�
outbound calls, I was able to pay off over $142,000 of debt. That's 6 credit cards,�
bank loan and a personal loan. I also put thousands into my children's college�
funds. I've never done this well, this fast, doing this little. I love NOTwork Marketing�
via the Prosperity Automated System. Now I'm a Team Leader for PAS dedicated�
to helping others have their best financial year with our incredible system.”�
-�Michael Van Leeuwen, USA�

“Hi everyone. You are about to experience the easiest and effortless activity the internet has ever offered�
before. I have been involved with a few programs in the last 3 years. No support with these programs. PAS�
has total support with their own web page. Working with a total debt free company was on my list for�
credibility. Generating $1100 to $3000 was also easier than generating small residual income. I am not an�
internet guru and with this you do not have to be. SO take advantage of an activity that guides you by your�
hand to become successful. The unique thing about this activity you can be passive or aggressive,�
depending on your budget. Take advantage of this program for you and your family. We are here to see your�
financial dreams happen. PAS do all the work for you. You do no selling, explaining, and do not talk to�
anyone. Our team leaders do all the work for you. Move onward and upwards and you will be successful!�
Great success!” –�Don H, UT, USA�

  To check out more testimonies and to view a selection of the latest�
  Audio/Video testimonies we've just received, visit the following link:�

�
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The Incredible PAS "1-Up" Compensation Plan ...�

The PAS 1-Up Compensation Plan leaves all other similar models firmly in the shade. Its potency�
really has to be seen to be fully appreciated.�

Here’s how it works:�

When PAS makes your first sale, that sale is passed�
up directly to your sponsor – i.e. the person that initially�
referred you to PAS. You are now fully qualified to earn�
direct commissions at this point. This is a one off, one�
time only qualification. Note: The insurance & real�
estate industry has been using this very same proven�
1-Up system for years.�

Now at first, you may think that passing up your first�
PAS sale is not such a great idea. But that’s exactly�
why your PAS income is going to explode. Because�
when your 2nd sale is made, it opens your 1st profit�
line and you’ll also receive your first commissions�
ranging from�$1,100� (£630) to�$3,000� (£1,725). Thanks�
to the 1-Up Plan, each sale (from your 2nd sale�
onwards) will generate you a substantial ongoing residual�
income.�

REMEMBER – EVERYONE’S FIRST SALE IS A�
QUALIFYING SALE�, meaning it ALWAYS PASSES UP�
TO THEIR REFERRER (the person who introduced them�
to PAS). AND�EVERYONE’S DIRECT COMMISSIONS�
BEGIN FROM THEIR 2ND SALE ONWARDS.� That ruling�
applies across the board, irrespective of all factors.�

Please Note:� This page is for explanatory purposes only.�
You do not need to become fully conversant with the 1-Up�
Compensation Plan, as the PAS representatives will follow-�
up on all your prospects for you and fully explain the system�
to them ... but you can rest assured that the 1-Up Plan is�
immensely powerful. Should you require further information,�
simply click/visit the link below to listen to the powerful audio�
overview of the PAS Income Plan:�

�
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This is�not� MLM. It is simply direct�
sales, where the first sale is a training�

sale that pays your sponsor. From�
then on the money comes to you. And�

we are talking about a lot of money�
here! And what have you done to earn�

this income?�
Absolutely nothing!�

You have not made a single phone�
call or talked to a single prospect!�

TV�
As Seen on�

Notes:�

www.MegaWealthy.com/7772/direct

http://www.megawealthy.com/7772/index8.asp
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PAS Traffic / Ad-Packs - The Key to Success With Your PAS Business!�

If you wish to approach your PAS business on a purely�passive� basis, this can�
certainly be achieved, simply by purchasing�PAS Traffic/ Ad-Packs�. Each�
Pack will cost you just�US$190� (£100) per month.�

In return for each purchased Traffic / Ad-Pack, PAS will deliver a number of�
pre-qualified prospects (expect about 10-15 daily)�directly� to your�PAS�
Prospecting System website�.�

The fresh�premium quality leads� (prospects) are generated from specific�
major search engine keyword listings, pay-per-click advertising�(Yahoo &�
Google Adwords™ etc)�, and via offline advertising in a major business�
publications, including “Entrepreneur" magazine & “USA Today” ... plus TV�
features,  TV commercials and ads on Sirius satellite radio�(see right of page�
for further details).�

The�US$190� (£100) is a truly nominal monthly cost, especially when you�
compare it to a small National press ad, which could easily set you back $540�
(£300) - and that's just for the ONE ad for the ONE day! So yes, the Traffic Pack�
cost is nominal in marketing expense terms. Plus, it would be your�only�
marketing expense in reality.�

In summary, your PAS Prospecting System automatically finds all the prospects�
for you, in  real time … then it sifts through them using the PAS prospect filter™�
technology, eliminating the “dreamers” & “tire kickers”, and ultimately delivering�
prime quality�ready to buy�prospects, which PAS follow up for you – earning�
you up to�US$3,000� (£1,725) on every system sale. Check out the next page�
for a graphical overview of the powerful PAS�5-Steps To Profit� System.�

Note:� If you choose to become�active� with your PAS business, via using direct�
-mail, buying PAS leads and placing press ads (etc), and�in addition� to�
purchasing PAS Traffic Ad-Packs, then rest assured that your PAS  income will�
truly�explode�.�

As a PAS Business Owner within our Mega Wealth PAS Group, we will�
provide you with literally everything you need to facilitate your own marketing &�
promotions, included fully personalized sales letter, flyers and much more.�
Further details can be found later in this brochure.�

The Prosperity Automated�
System is already receiving�
widespread recognition, and�
is scheduled to be featured in�
a segment on "Innovative�
Home-Based Business�
Solutions" - as part of the�
Pulse of America "�Models of�
Excellence"� TV series.�

This segment will air nationally�
on the�Discovery Channel�
and regionally in conjunction�
with�CNN Headline News�.�

All inquiries & leads generated�
via this exposure, (plus the�
PAS commercials on TV and�
Sirius™ satellite radio), will be�
allocated to PAS members via�
the current traffic & ad pack�
programs, as detailed within�
this page ...�

TV�
As Seen on�

•�No� prospecting   •�No� selling or answering questions�
•�No� speaking to prospects  • Totally�passive� Income�
• Earn�THOUSANDS� weekly  •�Instant payment� in your chosen format�
• Full�back-up & support�  • Earn from�Multiple� Income Streams�
• All the hard work is done for you • Achieve thrilling financial independence ...�

TV�
As Seen on�

Notes:�



The PAS 5-Steps To Profit System ...�

Here's a brief overview of how the PAS Prospecting system, in conjunction with PAS Traffic Packs�
(and/or your own promotions) can generate you a truly�substantial� hands-free income ...�

Prospects generated�
from Search Engines,�

Traffic Packs &�
Offline (+ your own�

marketing)�

Prospects visit�
your PAS website�

(the same site�
you visited�

earlier)�

Prospects filtered�
to eliminate tire�

kickers & dreamers�
- leaving only�

qualified� prospects�

Prospects submit�
a Contact / Call�
Back request�
directly from�
your website�

PAS follow-up�
on the prospect�
and�close the�

sale!�

Once you become a PAS business owner, all you�ever� need do is invite people to your PAS�
website. That’s it! PAS will do literally everything else from there, including the personal telephone�
follow-up and the closure of all your sales for you – earning you up to�$3,000� (£1,725)� each and�
every time�, paid directly to�your� bank account.�
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Each and every�
time this process�
is repeated, you'll�

receive up to�
$3,000� (£1,725)�
directly�, via�your�

preferred payment�
method!�

 Step #1�  Step #2�  Step #3�

 Step #5� Step #4�

TV�
As Seen on�

Notes:�



Ultra-Low PAS Business Start Up Costs ...�

Now you can own your very own immensely profitable�
Globe spanning business, for a fraction of the usual cost.�

PAS Business Ownership can now be your for just�
$1,995� (£1,150) or�$3,895� (£2,240). We never make a�
secret of the start-up costs, because we don't see the�
need to do so.�

Why? Simply because if you wanted to just open a basic�
store in your local neighborhood, it would cost you any-�
thing from�$50,000� to�$100,000� - maybe even more?�
Even a basic off-the-shelf Franchise business would cost�
you from�$25,000� upwards - (see other examples in the�
right hand panel).�

Then, take into account all those ongoing recurring costs -�
office rent, business rates, overheads, staff, wages,�
equipment, lighting & heating, telephone lines, transport,�
letterheads, credit card merchant facilities, banking�
charges, printing & stationery etc. And don't forget the�
endless hours you'll be required to put into the business�
to get it off the ground in the first place, plus all the paper-�
work, accounting, billing and invoice "chasing" you'll need�
to attend to, week in, week out. And that's just for a small�
local business or Franchise. Imagine the costs if you were�
starting a Global business! Even if you could pay all these�
costs up-front, you would have no guarantee that your�
business will work, and no guarantee the business would�
even be profitable!�

Therefore, looked at in perspective, the business start-up�
cost from just US$1,995 (£1,150) - for your own ready-�
made PAS Home-Based Business is nothing.�

Right from Day 1, you will have the opportunity to generate an unlimited income – and you'll be�
benefiting from many intangible benefits, like loads of spare time to spend with your family & friends�
and the fact that you will actually enjoy what you do. Plus, your business will have the added�
advantage of almost no running costs or administration.�

For this low once only payment, you will have an excellent opportunity to generate a substantial�
income for you and your family to enjoy for many years to come.�What could possibly be better than�
that?�
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Compare the high start-up costs�
of a conventional business�

enterprise or Franchise, against�
that of PAS ...�

• Wheelie Bin cleaning franchise - $32,000�
• Tire Sealant Franchise - $36,000�
• Cleaning Materials Franchise - $22,850�
• Carpet Cleaning business - $24,950�
• Will Writing business - $17,950�
• Office Services Franchise - $95,000�
• Cafe' / Fast Food (Local) - $180,000�
• Gold Plating business - $17,995�

When comparing businesses, you should�
also take into account:�

1. The hours you would be required to put�
in to the business,�

2. Their respective ongoing weekly running�
costs, and ...�

3. The time it would take to fully recoup�
your initial outlay.�

The above randomly chosen businesses�
may well be very good ones, but you will�
be very hard pressed to find any other�
business as immensely profitable and with�
as many amazing benefits as those offered�
by PAS ...�

TV�
As Seen on�

Notes:�



Receive Instant Payment & Work Minutes a Day from Anywhere ...�

Forget waiting around in the hope of being paid for your efforts –�
or being paid late, (or not being paid at all!). Maybe you’ve been�
there before? If not, I can tell you now, it’s no fun at all.�

However, with your globe-spanning PAS business, you’ll never�
have such problems again. Why? Simply because with every sale�
PAS make for you, you will receive the payment directly, in�your�
preferred format.�

For example�: You can choose to be paid via check (cheque), bank�
draft, money order, bank-to-bank wire transfer, online via credit�
card�(via the FREE merchant account PAS provide you with)�, or�
Western Union or eGold etc. The choice really is yours … but with�
each and every system sale PAS make for you (and with all the�
sales you’ll have passed up to you), you always get paid first -�
even�before� the company.�

THINK ABOUT THAT FOR A MOMENT� … No more waiting for�
payment, no more waiting for “the company” to pay you out. No�
more delays. No more excuses. When you make sales, you get�
paid the very same day – not weeks or months later – but the�
same day.�

How powerful is that?�

Manage your PAS business any time & from anywhere ...�

If you wish to take an active roll with your PAS, and boost your�
income to even higher levels, then you're more than welcome�
to do so. We'll show you how to achieve that in just a few minutes�
each day.�

Your geographical location is totally irrelevant with the revolutionary�
PAS business system. So, if you’re operating your PAS business�
from your kitchen table in�Taiwan�, your lounge in�London�, or your�
veranda in�Virginia� - it makes no difference whatsoever.�

You are your own boss! You set the hours you work - and the time you work, without any interference�
with your current employment, present commitments or current lifestyle�

Remember: Anyone can do this. Whether you are currently employed part-time or full time, unem-�
ployed, a school leaver, retired, redundant, disabled, a student, single parent or a busy housewife,�
the amazing PAS business system will totally transform your lifestyle (and your income) to a level you�
have only previously dreamed of.�
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Work from your home, spare�
room or office, at times to suit.�

You're the boss!�

Receive payment directly, in�
your� preferred format - even�

before the company!�

(Via check, draft, bank wire or�
credit card)�

TV�
As Seen on�

Notes:�



Tremendous Globe-Spanning Prosperity Awaits ...�

The global marketplace for The Prosperity Automated System (PAS) is truly massive – and it's�
increasing on a regular daily basis. Right now, there are many millions of eager prospects in the�
USA, Canada, South America, South Africa, UK, Europe, the Far East and Australasia. To that�
extent, we (The Mega Wealth Group) are already working on producing our websites in many�
different languages..�

So, simply use your PAS Prospecting system (and your own promotions if applicable) to expose the�
PAS opportunity to this ever-increasing group of people, and make no mistake - they will jump at the�
chance to come aboard.�

Furthermore, latest Computer Industry Almanac figures indicate there are currently in excess of�
1 Billion people online worldwide ... and a very good percentage of them are eagerly searching�
for an income opportunity. There are, of course, literally hundreds of millions more currently outside�
of the Internet.�That’s a truly mammoth marketplace!�

In a nutshell, you too can become financially independent courtesy of The Prosperity Automated�
System (PAS), simply by helping other people like yourself, who equally want to increase their�
income. It's rather like finding a secret short cut to the front of a very long queue. In essence, why�
bother to scratch around looking for a way to make money with a business idea, which may take you�
years to find, when with a little drive and determination, you can do it by providing others with the�
opportunity they desperately yearn for?�
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"You can have everything�
in life you want, if you will�

just help enough other�
people get what they want.”�

-�Zig Ziglar�

•�No� prospecting   •�No� selling or answering questions�
•�No� speaking to prospects  • Totally�passive� Income�
• Earn�THOUSANDS� weekly  •�Instant payment� in your chosen format�
• Full�back-up & support�  • Earn from�Multiple� Income Streams�
• All the hard work is done for you • Achieve thrilling financial independence ...�

TV�
As Seen on�

Notes:�



Join PAS with The Mega Wealth PAS Group ...�

The Mega Wealth (PAS) Group is a 12-year established Internet & direct-marketing company,�
headed up by Simon Johansson and Harmony Thiessen, together with their team of hand picked�
seasoned professional online & offline marketing, copywriting & technical specialists.�

By joining PAS, you will automatically become part of the leading and most productive PAS Business�
Owner group.�

To virtually guarantee your success, we make available�all� of the following websites & services to all�
valued PAS Business Owners:�

u� Your own PAS-MWG Doorway page website,�

u� Your own PAS-MWG Main Evaluation website -�
     (these are the same 2 sites you visited earlier),�

u� Your own MWG (PAS) Admin / Back Office website, including�
     online Help, Marketing & Training Videos,�

u� Access to personalized PAS promo materials (letters, PDF�
     brochures, flyers, ads, DVDs etc),�

u� Access to ongoing online and offline marketing advice & support,�

u� Direct-marketing & direct-mailing services (into the UK & US),�

u� Access to live daily & weekly online training events (to help you�
     with your PAS business),�

              ... and there's much much more in the pipeline too …�

Furthermore, all of the above services and facilities will also be made available�your� respective PAS�
Business Owner group, thereby ensuring their success, and maximizing everyone's  � PAS income!�
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YOUR MWG-PAS�ADMIN�
BACK-OFFICE� WEBSITE�

YOUR MWG�DOORWAY�
PAGE� WEBSITE�

TV�
As Seen on�

The Mega Wealth Group�
& PAS - Your Partners in�

Success!�

Notes:�

YOUR�MAIN� MWG-PAS�
EVALUATION WEBSITE�

www.MegaWealthy.com/7772/direct



PAS Corporate Information ...�
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The Prosperity Network, Inc: Company Information�
PAS is owned by The Prosperity Network, Inc. - a 12 year old, debt free company based in California.�
In its 12 years of operation, The Prosperity Network, Inc. has never received a single complaint, and�
has a high reputation of client satisfaction, service and support.�

The C.E.O. of the company,�Mr. Bill Osterhout�, has a long history of experience as a Teacher/�
Trainer at Cornell University, as a coordinating Teacher/Trainer at the Xerox Corporation, and as a�
Teacher/Trainer in the field of Home Based Business.�

Mr. Osterhout recognized why so many people fail in the Home Business Arena. He invested 5 years�
of Research and over $3 Million Dollars in the development of the solutions, and as such was the�
founder and developer of the PAS Marketing System ...�

TV�
As Seen on�

***�FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE� ***�

Contact: Sandi Newmark, Director of Public Relations: PTGTV/New Line Media Solutions�

“Pulse on America” to feature Prosperity Automated System ™�
--- Proven success with a home-based business ---�

May 8, 2006, Deerfield Beach, FL – PTGTV is pleased to announce the selection of Prosperity Automated System (PAS)™�
for its innovative, educational television series, Pulse on America. The company will be featured in a segment on “Innovative�
Home-Based Business Solutions” as part of the Models of Excellence series. This segment will air nationally on the�
Discovery Channel and regionally in conjunction with CNN Headline News.�

The Prosperity Network, based in Citrus Heights, CA, offers a home-based business that promises no selling or marketing�
because the company does it all for you. Through a combination of advanced technology and professional follow up�
conducted by an in-house Team Leader staff, all the prospecting, presenting and personal contact is done for you. Your�
Prosperity System will market six products or services for you as well as the system itself. This develops up to seven unique�
income streams that build simultaneously. NO phone calls are required; it takes only nine minutes a week to check one’s�
figures!�

This is a 12-year-old debt-free company that has automated and refined everything that can cause 90% of home�
businesses to fail. According to the CEO of PAS, Bill Osterhout, “Identifying the ‘points of failure’ for the 90% who fail in�
their business efforts was the easy part. It took several years and millions of dollars to find the answers. But now anyone�
can ‘manage’ their online business by spending only minutes a week and virtually be assured of success!”�

The company provides free access to their private website, a video tour and a free report/bonus simply by signing up for�
information.�

© 2005/2006: Prosperity Network, Inc. All rights Reserved.�

PRESS RELEASE�

Notes:�



PAS Business Summary & Next Step Details ...�

Thank you for taking time out to read my brochure today, and fully�
evaluating the amazing PAS home-based business system.�

Hopefully you can now see how & why PAS is vastly superior to�
every other� home-based business currently available.�

Don't forget - joining PAS does not mean you have to give up on�
your current home business program. Far from it - because PAS�
is the ONLY marketing system on the Internet that automatically�
sells itself and up to SIX additional products or opportunities of your�
choice ... while it pays you up to�$3,000� (£1,725 - €2,560) for every�
system sale it makes for you.�

So ... if the thought of generating yourself a�substantial� home- based�
income appeals to you - without any prospecting, selling, answering�
questions, speaking to prospects or making telephone calls - and all�
for roughly the same cost of a good home PC system - then please be�
sure to�TAKE THE NEXT STEP TODAY� by submitting a Callback Request�
to us�right now�.�

You can submit a Callback Request by visiting the following link:�

  �

This will enable you to get�instant answers� to any further questions you may have regarding the�
business. Furthermore, it will enable you to test-drive the ultra-powerful PAS follow-up system for�
yourself,�without any obligation�- just as your prospects will be doing very soon.�

In the meantime, feel free to study this brochure, and please note the following links which you can�
visit in order to learn more about the business:�
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We look forward to�
welcoming you aboard PAS�

very soon ...�

TV�
As Seen on�

• Submit a Quick Callback request   • Receive Payment Instantly & Directly:�
�

• PAS Business Owner Testimonies:   • Watch The 6-minute PAS Movie:�
�

• The "1-Up" PAS Compensation Plan:  • The FAQ page:�
�

• PAS Traffic Pack information:   • The PAS 5-Steps To Profit System:�
�

Notes:�
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HardWork�4u�.com�

v�
Selling pills and potions,�

Attending sales meetings,�
Pitching friends and family,�

Working for a pittance,�
Explaining complex forced matrices,�

Waiting for commission checks,�
Following up and closing,�

Answering prospects questions,�
Arranging expensive advertising,�
Mailing out brochures worldwide,�

Seeing little or no results,�
Receiving no back-up or support ...�

No prospecting,�
No advertising,�

No selling,�
No answering questions,�

No speaking to prospects,�
Totally passive Income,�

Instant payment,�
Earn THOUSANDS weekly,�
Expert back-up & support,�
Multiple Income Streams,�

ALL the hard work done for you,�
Achieve financial independence ...�

... and make that decision to become a proud and prosperous PAS�
Business Owner. Simply revisit my website and submit your�Callback�

request�. You can be fully up and running AND generating your first profits�
within the next few days ...�

My website address is:�
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PAS: The Most Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) ...�

All of the following questions have been raised by interested PAS prospects�
over the past few weeks. Should you require any further information after reading�
the FAQ below, simply revisit my website and submit a Callback request to�
PAS. I would also strongly recommend you to do this, simply because it will�
enable you to test-drive the ultra-powerful PAS follow-up system for yourself,�
without�any� obligation whatsoever.�

Q: What is the Prosperity Automated System, and how does it market the other�
opportunities, affiliate deals & products I’m currently involved with?�

A: Following many years of development, and with an investment in excess of $3m, The Prosperity Automated�
System (PAS) is quite simply�the� most advanced online business & prospecting system of it's kind in the world�
today.�

It is a very powerful prospecting and sorting system which attaches itself to the search engines, and attracts�
people who are serious about building an online income. It then electronically sorts through all these prospects�
to weed out the tire kickers, so you don’t have to - by talking with each prospect personally. This saves hours�
upon hours of phoning strangers and cold calling ... something that is for most a major cause of failure.�

The result is that only�serious buyers� remain in your system. If they purchase a system from you,�
that's great! If not, they can still generate revenue for you via purchasing one of your additional prod-�
ucts or opportunities. This is achieved via our�Megawealth-Adwords�™ module and the strategic�
placement of up to 6 high-visibility product ads, featured within your main website So, if you already�
have a product range to market, or you are currently involved in any other home-business opportuni-�
ties or affiliate programs, your PAS system can help you make�additional� income generating product�
sales too.�

Note:� If you don't already have a high profit generating additional product, we'll be happy to suggest�
a variety of  possible businesses or affiliations that create additional revenue streams for you. Which-�
ever way you look at it, and with all the multiple income streams working within your PAS business,�
you simply�cannot� fail.�

So simply look at PAS as very similar to paying for a service, just as you would do a telephone company or�
Internet service provider - i.e. you are paying to access and use their service, you are not buying or paying for�
a physical product.�

You are also (of course) indirectly paying for the PAS system to generate prime quality leads (prospects) and�
for the PAS sales team to follow up on all your leads (prospects) for you. Ultimately, you either "use" the PAS�
system to help you market any other home businesses or Affiliate programs you are currently involved with - or�
you use the PAS system and allow it to market itself.�The choice is yours.�

Q: Where are all the leads (prospects) generated from?�

A: They will be generated as a direct result of the online and offline marketing you undertake. Remember, all�
you ever need do is invite people (prospects) to your website. No more. No less. We’ll show you how  to do this�
quickly and effortless, via numerous tried tested & proven online and offline methods.�
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PAS: The Most Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) ...�

Q: I’ve read about PAS Traffic  / Ad-Packs. Can you explain exactly what a�
"PAS Traffic Pack / Ad Pack" is?�

A: Yes. This is just one of many hands-free promotional methods you could use.�
When you purchase a PAS Traffic / Ad-Pack, just look upon it as a payment to�
PAS, which buys you a piece of the PAS hi-tec cutting edge online & offline “marketing pie”.�

The fresh�premium quality leads� (prospects) are generated from specific major search engine keyword�
listings, pay-per-click advertising, (Yahoo & Google Adwords™ etc) and via offline advertising in a number of�
major business publications, including “Entrepreneur" magazine & “USA Today” ... plus TV features, TV�
commercials and ads on Sirius satellite radio. PAS are also exploring additional marketing avenues on an�
ongoing basis. Check out�Page 9� of this brochure for further details.�

A PAS Traffic / Ad-Pack will cost you the princely sum of�$190� (£100) per month. This is truly nominal, espe-�
cially when you compare it to many other methods.�

So, in return for�each� Traffic Ad-Pack purchased, your PAS business system will receive a pre-determined�
number of fresh premium quality leads (expect 10-15 daily), generated from PAS’s own online and offline�
marketing efforts.�

Q: Are the PAS Traffic Packs purchased separately? How do I buy them?�

A: Yes. Further details of this option are available within your PAS back-office website.�

Q: Is there a limit to the number of Traffic Packs I can purchase?�

A: No, but there is a limit of FIVE Traffic Packs per month, per PAS position. So, if you wanted to purchase�
10 Traffic Packs (for example), you would also need to purchase a further PAS position @ $3,895 (£2,240).�

Q: Is it compulsory that I have to purchase a PAS Traffic Pack (or packs)?�

A: No it is not compulsory, but merely optional. We’ll show you how to drive interested prospects to your web-�
site via numerous tried tested & proven online and offline methods.�

Q: How many PAS business packages are available? What do they cost?�

A: There are 2 PAS Business Packages available:]�

 • The PAS�Premier� Package at�$3,895� (£2,240).�

 • The PAS�Basic� Package at�$1,995� (£1,150).�

Taking into account the massive long term profitability of your PAS business, and the average cost of a�
conventional “bricks & mortar” business, even the Premier package entry cost of�$3,895� (£2,240) is nominal.�
You also have the option to join PAS as an Associate only for $49. Check this FAQ for further details.�
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PAS: The Most Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) ...�

Q: What is the difference between the two packages?�

A: Aside the nominal entry-level difference of� $1,900� (£1,055), the overall�
difference is huge. For example:�

·� At the� Premier� level, you’ll receive� $3,000� (£1,725) commission per�
$3,895� (£2,240) sale – or� $1,100� (£1,725) per� $1,995� (£1,150) sale,�
which PAS makes for you.�

·� At the�Basic� level, you’ll receive a�maximum� of $1,100 commission�irrespective� of the value�
of the sale PAS make for you.�

Q: Does it make sense for me to join at the Basic $1,995 (£1,150) level?�

A: Well, if�$1,995� (£1,150) is the absolute maximum you can afford, then yes it does - because you�
would be ultimately better off in PAS at the Basic level, than not in the business at all.�

However, if you can join at the�$3,895� (£2,240) Premier level, then it would make plain business�
sense to do that.�

Take the following as an example.�

·� John joins at the PAS Basic level.�

·� PAS make (close) 10 sales @$3,895 (£2,240) for John.�

·� John earns commission of:�$11,000� (£6,360)--- (i.e. $1,100 (£630) x 10 sales)�

·� Bob joins at the PAS Premier level.�

·� PAS make (close) 10 sales @$3,895 (£2,240) for Bob.�

·� Bob earns commission of:�$30,000� (£17,340)--- (i.e. $3,000 (£1,725) x 10 sales)�

In the example, John initially "saved" himself $1,900 by joining at Basic level ... but alas, after just 10�
sales, he’s already�LOST�$19,000� (£10,990).�

Q: Surely most people join PAS at the Basic $1,995 (£1,150) level though?�

A: No they do not. 82% of people join at the Premier level, for reasons numerous. It just makes plain�
business sense to do so.�

Q: So if I join at the Basic level and PAS make a Premier sale for me, I only receive $1,100�
(£630) commission on that sale?�

A: That is correct.�

Q: What happens to the “surplus” $1,900 (£1,055) from that sale?�

A: It goes to your referrer.�
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PAS: The Most Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) ...�

Q: Can I upgrade from Basic level to Premier level at a later date?�

A: Yes. You can upgrade from Basic to Premier level at any point, simply�
by paying $500 (£290) to PAS, plus $1,900 (£1,055) to your referrer. In�
addition, you will also be required to qualify (again) at the Premier level by�
passing up your first sale to your referrer.�

Q: Is there another PAS entry level?�

A: PAS has an “Associate” position available at $49. This does not include any promotion by the�
company, plus you will be required to do all your own marketing & promotion and pass your first�
THREE product sales prior to becoming qualified. If you are truly serious about increasing your�
income, this entry level should be avoided. Check out the corporate PAS website for further details�
of this option.�

Q: Are there any additional, extra or “hidden” costs involved?�

A: At the end of your licensing period, you will be required to renew the license for your PAS busi-�
ness system at a cost of $300 (£172). Premier business package owners renew every�3 years�. Basic�
business package owners renew every�year�.�

Aside that, the only additional costs would be relevant to any direct marketing or advertising of your�
PAS business you choose to undertake. We’ll be happy to help and advise you on this if required.�

Q: How does the PAS “1-Up Compensation Plan” actually work?�

A: The PAS�1-Up Compensation Plan� leaves all other similar models firmly in the shade. Its potency�
really has to be seen to be fully appreciated.�

Here’s how it works:�

When PAS make your�first� sale, that sale is passed up directly to your sponsor – i.e. the person that�
initially referred you to PAS. You are now�fully qualified� to earn direct commissions at this point. It is�
a one off,�once only� qualification. Note: The insurance & real estate industry has been using this very�
same system for years.�

Now at first, you may think that passing up your first PAS sale is not such a great idea. But I can tell�
you now, that’s exactly why your PAS income is going to�explode�.�

Because, when your 2nd sale is made (we’ll call him�Steve�), it opens your 1st�profit line� and you’ll�
also receive your�first�$3,000� (£1,725) commission.�

REMEMBER – EVERYONE’S FIRST SALE IS A� QUALIFYING SALE�, meaning it ALWAYS�
PASSES UP TO THEIR REFERRER (the person who introduced them to PAS). AND�
EVERYONE’S� DIRECT COMMISSIONS BEGIN FROM THEIR 2ND SALE ONWARDS.� That ruling�
applies across the board, irrespective of all factors. Remember it at all times. The plan only gets�
confusing when you forget it.�
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PAS: The Most Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) ...�

Now, back to business; When� Steve� makes his first qualifying sale, that sale�
will automatically be passed up to you (you are Steve’s referrer, remember).�
That’s another� $3,000� (£1,725) in commission for you, and that sale was�
literally� given� to you. Hopefully you’re now starting to see the awesome�
earning power of the PAS “1-Up Compensation Plan”.�

But hold on a moment. It gets even better… because Steve’s qualifying sale�
(we’ll call her� Emma�), that’s the sale he passed up to you … well, Emma’s first�
qualifying sale (�Mary�) will� also� be passed up to you. That’s� another� $3,000� (£1,725)�
in commission for you.�

Mary’s first qualifying sale (Sam)�also� passes up to you – and that’s�another�$3,000� (£1,725) in�
commission … then …�

Sam’s first qualifying sale also passes up to you – and that’s�another�$3,000� (£1,725) in commission�
… and so and so forth.�

So … even in the brief example above, and from your first direct sale (Steve), you have already�
earned�$15,000� (£8,670)�

Better still, this process of qualifying sales rolling up to you, goes on to infinity.�It never stops�. Check�
out the graphical representation below for further clarification.�

REMEMBER – EVERYONE’S FIRST SALE IS A� QUALIFYING SALE�, meaning it ALWAYS�
PASSES UP TO THEIR REFERRER (the person who introduced them to PAS). AND�
EVERYONE’S� DIRECT COMMISSIONS BEGIN FROM THEIR 2 ND SALE ONWARDS.� That ruling�
applies across the board, irrespective of all factors. Remember it at all times. The plan only gets�
confusing when you forget it.�

Check out page�8� of this brochure and our main website for further details (and a detailed audio�
presentation) of the lucrative PAS “1-Up  Compensation Plan”.�

Q: Is there a limit to the income my PAS business can generate?�

A: No. You can make as much (or as little) as you like. Your income is only really limited by your own�
direct actions. For example … just 1 PAS sale a week (made for you by the Company) will give you�
an extra�$156,000� (£90,000) per year in your pocket.�

2 sales a week equates to�$312,000� (£180,000) a year extra income. You do the math for yourself.�
It's not rocket science.�
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PAS: The Most Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) ...�

Q: How does the typical PAS sale process work? Can you give me an�
example?�

A: Yes. It’s a straightforward step-by-step process, as follows:�

·� Bob (in this example)� visits your PAS website*� (this could be as a�
direct result of your PAS Traffic Packs, or a promotional activity you've�
carried out yourself), and submits his name & email address details.�
This not only grants Bob�access� to the main PAS website*,  but it also ensures that Bob will�
receive his Free Bonus Incentives, as detailed in the main website.�

·� Bob proceeds to enter your main PAS website*, and start to work through the pages in order�
to fully evaluate the business. This includes watching the PAS Movie & video testimonies, and�
listening to the audio recordings etc. Sufficiently interested, Bob then completes and submits�
his "�Contact / Call Back Request�" form directly from the website*.�

·� Within 24-48 hours (or virtually�instantly� if Bob is based in the US), Bob�receives a call� from�
a PAS representative, and gets all his relevant questions answered on the spot.�

·� Bob proceeds to�join� the PAS business.�

That's another�$3,000� (£1,725) sale, and another hefty commission payment straight into�your� bank�
account!�

*Note:� In the above example, the “PAS website” relates to the website/s provided to you free of�
charge by The Mega Wealth PAS Group.�

Q: How do I get paid?�

A: All your customers pay you directly, by your preferred payment methods … i.e. check (cheque),�
bank draft, money order, bank-to-bank wire transfer, PayPal, e-Gold or Western Union etc.�

Q: How many leads will PAS follow up for me?�

A: The PAS sales representatives (team leaders) will follow up on�ALL� your leads.�

Q: How will I know how they are progressing with each prospect?�

A: You will be able to check on the progress of ALL your prospects via your PAS back-office website�
- so you’ll know the exact state of play at all times.�

Q: Do I have to do any marketing myself?�

A: Any marketing you do is purely optional. However, as with any business, if you do not carry out (or�
arrange) ANY marketing at all, you will not generate any prospects, nor any income. It’s as simple as�
that.�

Remember, all you ever need do is invite people (prospects) to your website. No more. No less. We’ll�
show you how to do this quickly and effortless, via numerous tried tested & proven online and offline�
methods.�
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PAS: The Most Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) ...�

Q: Will sales & commissions start raining down on me right from day 1?�
A: No they will not - but your PAS business system will generate sales,�
proportionate to your level of activity.�

Q: Can everyone afford to join PAS?�

A: No. Millions can't - but hundreds of millions�can�. To put things in perspective, someone looking to�
start up even a small local business would need several thousand $/£’s just to get started.�
Furthermore, they would be lucky to buy a new PC, desk & chair for $3.895 (£2,240).�Check out the�
website for further details and business start-up comparison costs�. You’ll be truly amazed at how�
inexpensive PAS Business Ownership really is, when compared to everything you receive.�

Q: If I decide to become active, what methods should I use?�

A: The best promotional methods would be direct mail, press advertising, traffic packs, buying PAS�
leads. Further details of all these options (and more) will be included within your MWG-PAS Admin�
website, which we’ll provide you with shortly after joining the business. We can also handle your PAS�
direct mail campaigns for you, if required.�

Q: Can I only market PAS in my own country?�

A: You have no territorial restrictions whatsoever. If you wish to concentrate your online or offline�
marketing into the UK, US, Europe, The Far East or Australia – then you are welcome to do so. Here�
at the Mega Wealth Group, we’ll be happy to help, guide and advise you accordingly and provide you�
with the relevant promo materials, guidance & contacts.�

Q: How will my sales be tracked? How will PAS know I am the referrer?�

A: Everything will be tracked via the unique�username� chosen by you at the application stage, and�
assigned to�your� business and websites. As soon as any of your prospects submit their details from�
your Callback Request page, they will be automatically “tied” to you for life,�irrespective� of who they�
join under at any future date.�

Q: How do I know this is not an over-hyped opportunity like the many going around?�

A: You can only take our word or it, and submit a Call Back request in order to discuss the business�
further. You can also check out pages�4� to�7� of�this brochure� to read extensive testimonies from�
dozens of delighted PAS business owners from around the world.�
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PAS: The Most Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) ...�

Q: Is The Prosperity Network Inc a member of the BBB?�

A: Like most companies, PAS chooses not to pay the high fees necessary�
to be a member. For a company such as PAS, with large sales volumes,�
the membership fees become astronomical. However, the BBB is very good�
about collecting complaints about non-member companies and reporting them.�
In fact, the only way they would even know about PAS would be if there were�
complaints. So, if you check with the Better Business Bureau and do not find any�
information on the Prosperity Network Inc, then you know there are no complaints. By the way, in�
over 12 years and at the time of this writing, the BBB has never had a single complaint. Fact.�

Q: I’m looking to use my PAS system to promote one of my other business ventures (“XYZ”).�
Will the PAS sales team follow up on the leads & prospects from my “XYZ” business too?�

A: No they will not. PAS will�only� follow up on all your PAS leads & prospects. Your PAS system will,�
of course, also generate leads & prospects for your “XYZ” business, but you will be required to follow�
these leads up yourself.�

Q: How soon can I get started with PAS?�

A: You can start right now by visiting my website (see below) and submitting a�"Call Back Request".�
As soon as you receive a call from a PAS Representative, (this will be virtually instantly if you’re�
based in the North America), simply advise them that you wish to proceed immediately.�

Dependent upon your chosen payment method (i.e. check (cheque), bank draft, money order, bank-�
to-bank wire transfer, PayPal, or Western Union etc.), we’ll set up your MWG PAS websites and have�
you fully up and running within 24-48 hours from receipt of your respective remittance. You can also�
purchase PAS Traffic Packs at that stage too, to facilitate an immediate and productive start to your�
PAS business.�

Q: Where does the Mega Wealth Group fit into the equation?�

A: The Mega Wealth (PAS) Group is a 12-year established Internet & direct-marketing company,�
headed up by Simon Johansson and Harmony Thiessen, together with their team of hand picked�
seasoned professional online & offline marketing, copywriting & technical specialists.�

By joining PAS through this website, you will�automatically� become part of the leading and most�
productive PAS Business Owner groups. No other group comes close to the level of ongoing support�
& guidance offered by the MWG PAS Group.�

continued over .../�
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© 2005/2006: The Mega Wealth Group. All rights Reserved.�
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PAS: The Most Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) ...�

To virtually guarantee your success, we make available�all� of the following�
websites & services to all valued PAS Business Owners:�

 u� Your own PAS-MWG Doorway page website,�
 u� Your own PAS-MWG Main Evaluation website,�
 u� Your own MWG (PAS) Admin / Back Office website, including�
         online Help, Marketing & Training Videos,�
 u� Access to personalized PAS promo materials (letters, PDF brochures, flyers, DVDs etc),�
 u� Access to ongoing online and offline marketing advice & support,�
 u� Direct-marketing & direct-mailing services (into the UK & US),�
 u� Access to live daily & weekly online training events (to help you with your PAS business),�

... and�much much more�.�
Furthermore, all of the above services and facilities will also be made available to�your� respective�
PAS Business Owner group, thereby ensuring�their� success,�and� maximizing�everyone’s� PAS�
income.�

Finally, should you require any further information regarding the PAS home-business program after�
reading this brochure, please be sure to revisit my website and submit a�Callback Request.�

I would also strongly recommend you to do this, simply because it will enable you to test-drive the�
ultra-powerful PAS follow-up system for yourself, without any obligation whatsoever.�

My website address is:�

In the meantime, feel free to study this brochure, and please note the following links which you can�
visit in order to learn more about the business:�
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